Product Overview

Cleartalk ASP-05

Thank you for choosing Angekis. This Cleartalk Wired ASP-05
conference speakerphone is an excellent audio solution for high
quality internet voice conferencing. It operates over a simple plug
and play USB connection with PCs, Macs, and other computer
systems. With 360 degree coverage, up to 3 meters of pickup
range, and simplicity of operation, it can cover most audio
conferencing scenarios. The device utilizes a number of
technologies, including dynamic noise reduction, echo cancellation
and full duplex communication to make your meetings sound
great while enabling a natural conversational flow.

Main features:
1. Light, elegant and versatile.
2. Firm and compact structural design.
3. Full two-way duplex communication.
4. Supports Internet conferencing.
5. Excellent loudspeaker.
6. Plug-and-play USB interface does not require additional drivers.
7. Power over USB.

Device Functionality
A. Operating the Device with a Computer
1. Preparations before installation
This device is compatible with computer equipment installed with operating
systems such as Microsoft Windows, Mac OSX, Linux and others . A USB 1.1
or higher (USB 2.0 recommended) port and internet connection are required, as
well as an appropriate internet communications application (Skype, Zoom, MS
Teams, etc.). The device itself is plug-and-play and requires no additional
drivers on most systems.
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2.Installation before use
As shown in the picture, insert one end of the included USB cable into the USB
port of the speakerphone, with the other end inserted into the USB port of the
computer.
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9. Selection of the pick-up direction of the microphone (Limited to
certain models)
The default setting is to enable all microphones for 360 degree
coverage. In order to isolate audio pickup to only one microphone
and limit the pickup direction, press the
button. Each press will
switch which microphone is enabled, moving in a clockwise
direction, as shown in the diagram below.

3. Voice Call
Launch the communications software on the computer and connect/enable the
device through the software client. This may be somewhere in the software
settings where you can choose the device.
4. Adjusting the sound volume of the loudspeaker
During the conference call, if the sound volume of the loudspeaker is
too low or too high, you can press
or
on the device repeatedly to adjust it
to a suitable level. If the sound volume is still not proper, you can adjust the
sound volume of the loudspeaker on the PC.
5. Adjusting the sound volume of the microphone
During the conference call, if the sound heard by the counterpart is too low or too
high, you can ask the counterpart to adjust the sound volume on their end. If it’s
still not proper, you can adjust the sound volume of the microphone on the PC.
6. Mute the microphone
During the conference call, to mute your sound, please press
on the main
device. While muted, the mute indicator will be on. While the microphone is active
, the mute indicator will be off. When mute is on, you can hear the sound of the
counterpart, but the counterpart cannot hear your sound. To cancel the mute
status, please press
on the main device again.
7. Mute the loudspeaker
During the conference call, press
to turn off the sound of the speaker. The
mute indicator on the loudspeaker will turn on; to turn on the sound back on,
please
press
again. The mute indicator will turn off.
8. End the conference call
To end the call, simply close the connection on your internet communications
software.

The indicator for working microphone will turn on.
Attention: Please cancel the mute function before enabling the
microphone.
Attention: During use, if some malfunction occurs, please unplug and reinsert the USB cable so that the product can be powered off and restarted.
B. Functional Operation for Mobile Phone Conferencing
(Limited to some models)
The device can be used as an external loudspeaker for a mobile phone.

Attention:
1) You cannot connect other loudspeaker products to the computer while
simultaneously operating this speakerphone, as this may cause functional
abnormalities.
2) Please connect the device directly to the computer. Connecting via a USB hub
might result in operational problems.

1.Installation before use.
As shown in the picture, first insert one end of the attached USB cable
into the USB port of the device, with the other end inserted into the

